




 
This self-help brand had just launched; content like this 
got us to a 14% reach engagement rate right away! (The 
standard rule of thumb: 1%-2% is a great rate.) 



 

I repurposed the same image, and expanded the text, 
to make it do double duty as an evergreen blog post. 



I developed the syllabus and curriculum for this online class, and the 
excerpt that follows. Participants have reported huge gains in their career 
and self-image: harder to measure than shares, but more important. 









Musica Pacifica is one of the premier baroque ensembles in the country. 
I've achieved click-to-open rates of up to 22% for their newsletters, and 
we consistently get open rates of 40-50%. For comparison, their industry 
averages 16% open rates, and 18% CTOR. Below, you’ll see two sample 
emails.







This is the bulk of a redesigned welcome email, which also included 
links to the brand's online presence and four free tracks. The goal: to 
communicate both the excitement and peace that listeners would find 
in their music. 



A typical Facebook post, which achieved a 
reach engagement rate of 17.6%. 



 

In 2017, I completed a user-centric redesign of Musica Pacifica’s 
website, which had been static for over a decade. The shop page was a 
particular focus. The original site had presented all their albums on one 
page; but instead of seeing descriptions and track listings, fans had to 
settle for reading reviews on a separate page, and listening to samples 
in a pop-up player that was easy to lose behind other windows.  

The redesign brought everything onto one page, added all the details, 
and incorporated short, detailed descriptions — like the one below — of 
what made each album special.  

The result: sales tripled year-over-year.  



The following two pieces were instrumental in helping the NUMMI Re-
Employment Center position itself as the best career center in California.  

Many of our clients hadn't searched for a job in decades; "How To Talk To 
Employers" was a tri-fold brochure that helped them present themselves well at 
career fairs, and beyond. 

"Tune Up Your Resume” was a car-themed infographic, for case managers helping 
former auto workers switch careers.  

The goal: to condense the steps involved, providing achievable actions that 
anyone could follow. This also involved considerable research into best practices 
in resume writing, at the time.  

The result: significantly better outcomes for job seekers who went through this 
process.  

Other significant pieces I worked on for them included their annual report, and 
two detailed guides to free food, and free and low-cost health care, in Alameda 
County.






